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Abstract: It was an extended wait of thirty four years for the country to examine a brand new Education 

Policy 2020. The drafting committee gave its final draft to the union cupboard for its approval and it 

absolutely was accepted and approved on the twenty-ninth of Gregorian calendar month 2020. The new 

policy aims to pave the approach for transformational reforms at school education and better education 

systems within the country. This was one in all the main steps taking to bring a much-needed reform 

within the education system of the country. The target of this study is to research the areas wherever the 

policy has planned action, however they appear terribly shabby. It’s unacceptable to possess a policy 

wherever we'd like to make an entire infrastructure. a complete reform and a forceful modification are to 

be thought of throughout the implementation of this policy because it is documented that education may 

be a co-occurring subject and therefore the implementation of the proposal underneath the New 

Education Policy 2020 depends on the long run laws by the center and state. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

    On the twenty-ninth of July Bharat saw the sunshine of recent Education Policy a pair of020 that received the 

approval of the Modi 2.0 government. It absolutely was thirty four years long that the country waited to induce this 

document approved. As COVID-19 has recommend several challenges ahead of the education establishments what 

proportion this new policy goes to reshape the necessity of the country may be a wait and watch situation. The mode of 

teaching and learning has currently modified. Offline teaching is currently online. New package and new courses got its 

recognition that all opens new doors to explore. Altogether this New Education Policy has are available a time once the 

reducing value within the world may be a matter of concern. 

 

1.1 The Vision of the Policy 

     The National Education Policy 2020 appearance into the education system nonmoving in Indian attribute that 

contributes on to remodeling India that's Republic of India. It aims to sustain and beware of the prevailing spirited data 

society, by providing high-quality education to any or all, while not having any discrimination of faith, gender, caste, or 

creed giving all equal platforms to grow and develop. It's additionally a step creating India a world data great power. 

The Policy envisages that the uniform Programme and pedagogy of our establishments should develop among the 

scholars a deep sense of respect towards the basic Duties, and develop Constitutional values, bonding with one’s 

country and aware awareness of one’s roles and responsibilities during a dynamic world. The vision of the Policy is to 

instill among the learners, a planted pride, in being Indian and love for the country, not solely in thought, however 

additionally in spirit, intellect, and deeds, moreover on develop data, skills, values, and tendencies that support 

accountable commitment to human rights, property development and living, and world well-being, thereby reflective a 

really world subject. 
 

1.2 Challenging Implementation of Vocalization in the Primary Stage 

    As we have a tendency to state the trendy world, fashionable instructed, fashionable gadgets, fashionable set USA we 

have a tendency to conjointly should see however do very, we have a tendency to get to be into the progressive world. 

These days we have a tendency to state the most recent development and latest gadgets. We have a tendency to state 
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living a information world wherever info spreads within the speed of the sunshine. New Education Policy is adequate to 

make Associate in Nursing E-infrastructure in rural areas. Analysis plays Associate in nursing implausibly important 

role all told universities. The Education Ministry should push to come back up with the suggestions that by which it 

thinks to tackle the digital divide and also the gender difference inside digital technology. The mentality of the families 

should be modified from a bigger perspective. 

 

1.3 Creation of Regional Languages 

    NEP-2020 provides stress on establishing a National Education Technology Forum to advance digital learning and 

develop e-content. It conjointly includes an arrangement to produce a similar content in eight totally different regional 

languages. The suggestion is nice and is job a wider space of all are talking regarding being progressive not solely in 

thoughts however conjointly in action. NEP-2020 talks of education from elementary colleges. Education was 

conjointly the idea of nationalist leader UN agency conjointly spoke of education for growth and for living education 

that ends up in living. It conjointly emphasizes the utilization of technology in education which is to bring a amendment 

in coming up with, teaching, and learning assessment. However we must always not be unheeded by the very fact that 

the sole fifty four. 29 are that the net user share. Several students don't have access to the progressive technology and 

gadgets. The challenge is to consider however area unit going to} be able to cater to the scholars UN agency are 

excluded from these advantages. We tend to can't be unaware of the rising poorness and job losses throughout this 

pandemic state of affairs. On-line categories conducted by the faculties are out of the category as a result of not having 

essential gadgets or not have correct net property. we discover that there are a unit some commitments towards the 

monetary fund that are highlighted for on-line education however what proportion can become reality could be a larger 

question to be answered. The given monetary fund support may additionally not be 

    Population, however it's not providing any specific road map for it. The country with an outsized numerous 

population desires abundant such specification to implement such concepts in a very alright designed and correct 

manner. This idea ought to be able to align graduates in regional languages with larger job opportunities. Even nothing 

is extraordinarily specific to what's going to happen concerning the native languages that have been talked regarding 

having learning directions within the primary level. 

 

1.4 Freedom to School Readiness 

    The NEP-2020 speaks of ‘School readiness’ that is associate degree improbably sensible thought. it's tried to 

administer priority to get a foundation of learning to each new learner that's additional to the system. The question is 

here are the Anganwadi centers or the first colleges got the liberty to do new ways in which of learning. The question 

arises on however faculty readiness will be achieved with a correct infrastructural transformation. it's reaching to be 

passing troublesome of achieving the goal while not procedural modifications and  

Resource allocations. If the system wants these modifications, then United Nations agency goes to supply the resource 

that's needed? 

 

1.5 Reforms in Higher Education 

    As we have a tendency to flip the pages of NEP-2020 we discover the setup of remodeling of upper education within 

the country. We discover that it talks regarding the institution of purported universities with high standards even as 

counseled by DS Kothari in 1964-66 in his recommendation called Kothari Commission. Kothari talked regarding 

having normal establishments and therefore the basics of the quality can begin from its admission method. The 

commission report urged that in admission the establishments can have a precise criterion and solely fulfilling those 

criteria a toddler gets. 

    Since independence, the constitution talks regarding free and mandatory education till the age of fourteen. Meaning 

each national enjoys the correct to own free and mandatory education. However until 2009 once crossing an extended 

fifty nine years since the constitution came into force, we have a tendency to as a rustic did not reach the goal. Leading 

to it the govt. brought a replacement law named Right to Education RTE-2010 that came into force since the first of 

April 2010. We've crossed ten years since then however nowadays if we glance back will we are saying that we've 
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grownup even the method. Transportation laws and implementing them doesn't add a rustic of enormous size like ours. 

The NEP-2020 additionally expects the allocation of VI p.c of its value within the education sector. Allow us to not 

forget that since two004 the govt. has introduced 2 p.c of education cess thinking it's planning to boost the Indian 

    Admission there to establishment. However since the implementation of the correct to Education 2010 the upkeep of 

the quality has become a matter of concern and so onward establishments ought to follow the foundations light-emitting 

diode in RTE-2010. currently if we have a tendency to speak an outsized country like Bharat having quite 800 existing 

universities and thirty-nine,000 schools however can teaching have a forceful amendment in every amount that is 

specifically talked regarding in NEP-2020. The policy additionally speaks of self-financed courses however has not 

given any reasonably clear pointers that however are they planning to be run within the establishments opting while not 

adequate resources and funding. As we have a tendency to all understand that every establishment must have correct 

facilities and infrastructure. Here the fee can continually be a serious concern and fee hike are the most important 

obstacle. The rules are given of maintaining the standard of education however is that planning to be attainable while 

not adequate sources. 

 

1.6 The Rise in GDP for the Education Sector 

    The NEP-2020 talks concerning the high customary of universities that may vie with the colleges of world name. Its 

seventy four years since Independence still India has not been ready to establish one university of a world customary 

that may even be brought within the high two hundred university lists within the world. we tend to don’t have any 

existing universities equipped to vie with the colleges of the world. We discover something to come back into action 

takes years in India. Even the revision of the New Education Policy totally different committees was fashioned by the 

central government as a central agency nevertheless it took 5 long years to gift its final draft that was accepted and 

declared by the central cupboard in Gregorian calendar month 2020. Earlier education policies of 1968 and 1986 then 

amended in 1992 to be known as and called revised policy 1992 took years to come back into action. The money 

commitments to implement the proper to Education Act will we see the commitment to ground reality? it's long that 

RTE came into force however still several youngsters don't seem to be ready to get free and required academic rights 

thanks to a scarcity of funds and then decision political can. 

    Education system amidst associate degree slump, how is it possible for the middle to boost funds is associate degree 

overly massive question that has got to be self-addressed. The question to be schooled on is can the academic cess 

planning to be the a part of the first budget or can it's an extra tax as conceptualized for the start is to be seen within the 

later stage. 

 

1.7 Teacher Appointment and Requirements 

    NEP-2020 extremely shows its concern towards the teachers’ believability. Myriad teaching posts in universities, 

colleges, and faculties square measure vacant and lots of square measure run-on part- 

    The government prepares affiliation norms for any personal establishment to follow at the time of their institution 

and have millions of criteria decide} and judge its performance from time to time. However it's no such criteria for its 

own run establishments. Academic establishments lack benches, blackboards, chalks, dusters, equipped libraries with 

the most recent books, lack of equipment within the research lab. Students don't get active expertise within the pc 

laboratory. All this can be as a result of a considerable proportion of teaching is completed by the circumstantial 

academics World Health Organization aren't abundant fascinated by the fundamental amenities within the establishment 

they are available to show and find their share of regular payment and go. We have a tendency to should explore for 

prospects that square measure potential to create some long, property set up with scanty resources time academics. Part-

time academics by the name itself square measure part- time therefore however will we have a tendency to expect 100 

% type them after they aren't enjoying the fundamental facility of their labor. the govt. doesn't have a perceptibly clear 

image of what and the way it is concerned the teacher community. There square measure state governments that have 

given the Supreme Court of Republic of India that they don’t have ample funds to pay the regular payment of the 

academics however identical government has funds to subsidies its own MPs and MLAs for numerous facilities. 

Teachers' appointment is completed on a strict rule given by the affiliating boards and universities however once it 
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involves the payment to the academics identical board or university is least fazed of what's the fact. Even then the 

academics offer their best as a result of they recognize they're business to the longer term of Republic of India within 

the four walls of the schoolroom in some or the opposite means. 

 

1.8 Creation of Knowledge-Economy 

    When we scan the document of the National information Commission 2005 we discover the various sections it's been 

divided and it talks extremely regarding building a information society, information net, information economy however 

it’s nearly fifteen years let’s recall on what we've got achieved until date through that commission. The NEP-2020 aims 

to form a knowledge-based economy that needs its pupils to own developed the mixture of skills and periodize 

scientific temperament to boost employment opportunities. The largest hindrance to the current is that the growing 

economic hardship and high academic expenses. During this state of affairs, several are attending to be ignored kind the 

tutorial institutes and plenty of can drop go in one stage of life. It'll not be wrong to mention that gaining AN education 

is additionally thought-about a ‘luxury’ and the way several are ready to meet these expenses is tutored for food. Even 

the govt. establishments of upper education are charging extremely high. The fees vary from Rs. 2-9 100000 for AN 

Master in Business. 

    In IITs as compared to the hefty fees of IIMs which might be up to Rs. 22 lakhs. Simply to assume is that this in a 

very reach to the center category or it's for under for the elite category of session World Health Organization will afford 

the expenses of the fees.  

 

1.9 Foreign University Gaining Access 

    NEP-2020 is gapping the doors for foreign universities to own campuses in India with the aim to prevent the drain. 

However the question is square measure they getting to give or abide by the reservation policy of the country and 

lookout of the economically poor students. Can such students get access to their campus? The massive concern is that 

may this step be able to encourage and encourage Indian students to remain back within the country and pursue their 

higher education? Can they be able to suits their dreams and ambitions that they're discontinuing the MPhil course that 

is generally done before Ph.D. The commission has not spoken something concerning those students United Nations 

agency square measure following MPhil. 

 

1.10 Corruption in the Education Sector and Lack of Financial Resources 

    Corruption in the education sector is a major concern for every student. If you need a mark sheet you have to pay 

under the table. Request the University of the certificate you will have it but only after giving some extra payment to 

those who will reach them to you. Lack of financial resources is a major concern for policy implementation. Teacher 

recruitment is now seen for a long time that it is on contract bases and no permanent teachers are recruited in many 

government institutions. Even well-known institutions like KendriyaVidyalaya and NavodayaVidyalaya are seeing the 

teacher’s requirement done on contract bases or ad hoc bases. Even the policy does not talk about the welfare  

    It’s a matter to the recognition of the merit that would be the key to reconstruct the Indian Education system. But 

going one step forward I would like to say this policy is nothing new as it is centered on the concept of Basic Education 

of Gandhi Ji who talked of education that helps a person to earn his livelihood. Just as Gandhi Ji said that education 

should be job oriented that provides money to live. Education means bread and butter. So when this policy talks of skill 

development, exit at any stage during a course if a person is eligible to earn his bread and butter he should be allowed to 

exit with a proper certificate or a degree even if he has achieved the minimum level of learning. Thefuture of New 

Education Policy 2020 will all depend on the political will and the system that it is going to offer to the nation. Just as 

the Common School system which is still to see the bright daylight only because of the lack of wiliness in the political 

class it has yet to be a reality. 
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